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Executive Summary
A near surface seismic survey was performed in order to locate the Georgetown Thrust Fault. The
location of the thrust fault relative to Georgetown Lake has been previously proposed by field mapping
methods (Lonn et al.,2004).
A seismic survey could be useful to identify the thrust fault because of possible geologic discontinuities
at the boundaries of the thrust fault that could give rise to diffraction energy indicative of the presence
of those discontinuities. The Montana Tech summer field camp recorded a seismic survey along the
southern edge of Georgetown Lake. This report focuses on the optimal processing methods for near
surface seismic data with the goal of producing a coherent seismic section for this dataset.
The area around the thrust fault did not have coherent reflections that could directly correlate to the
presence of a thrust fault. Due to the lack of reflections in the vicinity of the thrust fault, no direct
indication of the thrust fault on the seismic section was observed. Indirectly, the only evidence of the
thrust fault was lateral discontinuities in the seismic section. On the other hand, reflections
characteristic of a basins were clearly visible on the seismic profile.
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Introduction
Georgetown Lake is located in western Montana 15 miles west of the town of Anaconda (Figure 1). The
area around Georgetown Lake is being sought for more residential development. The main reason for
the prospective growth is the nearby lake and ski resort. An increase in recreational activity on the lake
could result from the development.
The Georgetown Thrust Fault is oriented in the north-south direction and is expected to run roughly
perpendicular to the road along the southern edge of Georgetown Lake (Figure 2). The lake is fed by
groundwater and one major stream Flint Creek. The thrust fault may be conducting the migration of
groundwater into the lake (Shaw et al., 2013). All the groundwater and springs occur on the lower plate,
located east of the Georgetown Thrust Fault through Karst groundwater flow (Shaw et al., 2013).
The thrust fault runs directly next to the Deer Lodge-Granite County line were the thrust fault crosses
East Fork Road (Lonn et al., 2004). The thrust fault has been mapped approximately perpendicular with
the road where the seismic line was shot. As a result, the apparent dip of the thrust fault along the
seismic line is expected to be very close to true dip of the thrust fault. The thrust fault outcrop can be
observed in some places and has been mapped by field observation but is not visible from the road
(Lonn et al., 2004).
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Figure 1. The 3.22 kilometers path of the seismic line along East Fork Road is marked with the yellow
line. The start point, mapped thrust fault crossing with the road, and end point are marked (made with
Google Earth).
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Figure 2. Overview of Georgetown Lake depicting the thrust fault (taken from Gammons et al., 2014).
East Fork Road runs along the south border of the lake. The road crosses the county line perpendicularly
very close to where the thrust fault crosses the road.

Typically, the existence of acoustic impedance contrasting facies layers thicker than the resolution of the
dataset allows for characterization by seismic data. In the case of identifying a fault, the acoustic
impedance of the fault is expected to be small or nonexistent due to the thin breccia layer associated
with brittle faults. In addition, the thrust fault is bedding parallel with carbonates on either side of the
thrust fault and as a result a strong reflection is not expected to be present. If a facies discontinuity is
present across a fault a diffraction might be present. Diffraction patterns are commonly used to identify
faults (Brown, 2001).
A seismic survey was completed by the geophysical engineering field camp during the summer of 2015.
The seismic line and thrust fault location can be seen in Figure 1. The objective of the survey was to
locate the Georgetown Thrust Fault using near surface seismic reflection methods. The data was
processed so that a coherent stack and plausible thrust fault interpretation could be developed.
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Geology
Georgetown Lake is located at an elevation of 1,960 m. The lake was created in 1885 by damming a
wetland bordered by mountains (Gammons et al., 2014). The main recreational attraction to the lake is
fishing. A variety of fish habituate the lake including rainbow trout, kokanee salmon, and brook trout.
The lake is utilized in the winter for ice fishing as well as in the summer months for conventional fishing.
In order to maintain the recreational uses of the lake, the characterizing of water influx and outflux is
necessary to model water quality. The thrust fault could possibly be facilitating groundwater migration.
Georgetown Lake is situated in a wet lowland area containing streams and springs. The lowland is
surrounded by the Flint Creek Range (Figure 3). Water flow into the lowland is by seasonal streams,
perpetual flowing steams, and groundwater springs. A man made dam of the Flint Creek outlet located
on the north side of the lake keeps the water level stable. The dam was used to generate hydroelectric
power for mines (Gammons et al., 2014). At full pool the lake has a mean depth of 4.9 m and a surface
area of 1,220 hectares (Gammons et al., 2014). During the winter the lake surface freezes. During the
spring the surface thaws and snowmelt flows into the lake. Groundwater recharge can be observed
during the winter months along the east side to the lake by lack of ice cover due to warm groundwater
influx.
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Figure 3. Field camp instructor and students setting up the global positioning system (GPS) station with
Georgetown Lake and Flint Creek Mountain range in the background (Photo Credit: David Nolt).

The Georgetown Thrust Fault has been mapped near the Granite – Deer Lodge county line (Figures 2
and 4). The thrust fault dips to the west beneath Georgetown Lake striking in the NNE-SSW direction as
determined though surface mapping (Figures 2 and 4). The west and east side of the lake are separated
by the thrust fault (Figure 4).
The Piegan group (Yc) is part of the Middle Carbonate metasedimentary unit of the mid-Proterozic Belt
Supergroup. The Piegan group underlies Georgetown Lake on the western side of the thrust fault
(Gammons et al., 2014). The sedimentary rocks of the Snowcrest Range Group, Amsden Formation, and
Madison Group, undivided (Pennsylvanian and Mississippian) (PMs) are Paleozoic, predominantly
limestone sedimentary, rocks that underlie Georgetown Lake on the eastern side of the thrust fault
(Gammons et al., 2014).
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Figure 4. Georgetown Lake shown with red boundary with a geologic map overlaid (Lonn et al., 2004).
The seismic line is marked by the green line running along the south side of the lake and the blackline
running through the lake is the direction of the cross-section, across the lake shown below. The bottom
figure is the cross-section interpretation(Shaw and Gammons, et. al. 2013).
Key to rock ages: Y=Proterozoic; ϵ=Cambrian; D=Devonian; IPM=Pennsylvanian and Mississippian
(includes Madison Limestone); K=Cretaceous; Q=Quaternary.
Ym= McNamara Formation (Mesoproterozoic); Ybo= Bonner Formation (Mesoproterozoic); Yms= Mount
Shields Formation (Mesoproterozoic); Ysn= Snowslip Formation (Mesoproterozoic); Yc= Piegan Group
(Mesoproterozoic); PMs= Sedimentary Rocks of the Snowcrest Range Group, Amsden Formation, and
Madison Group, Undivided (Pennsylvanian and Mississippian); Dsm= Marble of the Metamorphosed
Jefferson and Maywood Formations (Upper Devonian); ϵsm = Marble and Quartzite of the
Metamorphosed Red Lion, Hasmark, Silver Hill and Flathead Formation (Cambrian); Ymiq= Quartzite and
Phyllite of the Metamorphosed Missoula Group (Middle Proterozoic); Kgd= Granodioritic Rocks (Late
Cretaceous); PMs= Sedimentary Rocks of the Snowcrest Range Group, Amsden Formation, and Madison
Group, Undivided (Pennsylvanian and Mississippian)
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Data Acquisition
The existing, East Fork Road was a convenient working surface for the weight drop trailer and the land
streamer (Figure 5). The road surface seemed to couple well with the geophones and source by
observation of the shot gathers. A minor issue with vehicular traffic was present, but we were usually
able to pause acquisition for passing vehicles. The weather conditions were mostly good for the
acquisition. Some wind was present but did not cause any quality issues with the dataset.

Figure 5. The truck pulling the weight drop trailer with the land-streamer geophones pulled behind
along East Fork Road (Photo Credit: David Nolt).

Table 1 shows the data acquisition parameters for this survey. The seismic source was a 500 pound (227
kg) accelerated weight drop mounted on a truck trailer. Behind the source was a streamer of 96
geophones with 2 m spacing. Survey coordinates were taken at each station using a survey grade
differential GPS system. A total of 812 shot stations positioned every 4 m along the 3.22 km segment of
the road (Figure 1). The survey notes contain positions of shots and receivers projected onto UTM zone
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12N. At the beginning of the survey, the source was moved through the profile in a shoot through
procedure to build fold at the beginning of the line. After this, the streamer was pulled by the source
trailer in an off-end shooting arrangement.
Table 1. Seismic data acquisition parameters.

Station Interval
Source Interval
Number of Channels
Recording Configuration
Source Type
Field Record Length
Sample Rate
Nominal Fold
Geophone Type

2
4
96
off end
500-lb weight
1500
0.125
24
vertical component

m
m

ms
ms

The accelerated weight drop was pulled behind the truck with 4 m of spacing between the source and
first geophone. The weight drop was driven by gravity and a large industrial rubber band. The weight fell
onto a steel plate resting on the ground below the weight drop. The streamer was pulled along the
north edge of the road. A Geometrics Geode recording system was used to digitize and store the shot
records. The three shots recorded at each shot station were field stacked prior to storage. The field
stacking removed random noise while amplifying coherent noise and reflections.
Processing
The processing steps shown in Table 2 were the basic steps I followed to produce a coherent section.
The processes are described in detail below.
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Table 2. Processing Flow

The geometry was recorded from stations along the road. Each station has a global positioning system
(GPS) position and elevation. The geometry data was input into the computer software for processing.
The survey line was curved resulting in the need to perform a crooked line optimization. This operation
involves adjusting the common-mid points so that each bin is centered properly with the crooked line.
The dataset is nominally 24 fold with bins at 1 m spacing. The result of the crooked line optimization was
a consistent fold distribution throughout the survey with the exception of the initial shoot through. The
new geometry parameters were saved to a header file for future reference.
First breaks were picked manually across all shots. The first break picks were used to calculate elevation
and refraction statics. Due to the nature of the near surface surveys small elevation changes can make a
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significant difference in the final stack so elevation statics were applied. The elevation variation along
this profile is 9 m. In addition, a first break velocity model was created for the application of refraction
statics.
Processing shallow seismic reflection data is most precarious when nonreflective coherent events are
generated on final stacked sections and misinterpreted as reflections (Baker, 1999). Near surface
surveys will have the desired reflections arrive much sooner than deeper surveys as used for
hydrocarbon exploration. As a consequence, source generated noise is more problematic for the
detection of reflections in near surface data. Coherent noise may overpower near surface reflections
leading to noise stacking in as reflections.
A muting scheme was developed and implemented in order to minimize coherent noise without
sacrificing reflective energy. The refraction, surface and air wave energy were muted using top and
bottom mutes. The top and bottom mutes were defined in trace offset space of the shot gather (Figure
6). An additional bottom mute was defined on the normal moveout corrected data to remove additional
surface wave energy. The result was a set of shot gathers with primarily reflection wave energy
remaining.
Picking of the mutes was integral to the outcome of the reflection processing. The coherent noise was
removed directly with mutes rather than other possessing methods due to the need to preserve shallow
reflections. The muting required that the direct waves and refractions be removed because the
reflections in the near surface were weak and could easily be corrupted by the high energy of the direct
and refracted waves during stacking (Figure 6). I did a rough quality control check of all the shots. From
my check I thought the deepest possible reflections were observed around 0.45 ms with most appearing
at around 0.05 to 0.25 ms. In some areas the records only contained shallow reflections due to strong
surface waves and refractions overpowering the deeper reflections. A typical shot gather can be seen in
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Figure 6 with the refraction, reflection, and air wave energy shown. The final stack has had the refracted
wave removed using the top mute. The bottom mute removed the surface wave energy while retaining
deeper reflective wave energy.
Trace zeroing was also used for certain traces in order to increase the signal to noise ratio by removing
poor quality traces. For example, when a vehicle was traveling past during the shot trace zeroing was
used to remove the noise (Figure 7).
The air wave velocity was calculated to be 340 meters per second (ms) at 13 degrees Celsius by the
following equation 𝑣 = 331.5

𝑚
𝑠

+(

0.6𝑚
𝑚

𝐶

) ∗ 𝑇 (Dull, 1960). The air wave was clearly visible on the shot

gather. The observed air wave velocity corresponds well to the calculated velocity only varying by about
25 ms. The bottom mute was sometimes able to remove the air wave energy (Figure 7). The air wave is
high frequency and was not visible once the shot gathers were stacked because of the bandpass filter.

Figure 6. Shot gather 352 had a top muted due to refraction located above the top mute. The reflections
can be seen in the purple ellipse. The horizontal axis is channel. The spacing between the traces is 2 m.
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Figure 7. Shot gather containing vehicular noise traced zeroed on the right. Top and bottom mutes are
shown in blue. The air wave is shown in the orange ellipse. The horizontal axis is channel. The spacing
between the traces is 2 m.
The static corrections made time shifts in the traces to correct for the low velocity layer (LVL) and
elevation variations. The traces were time shifted to a common elevation datum to correct for elevation
differences between the source and geophones. The low velocity layer is a layer at the immediate
surface with a low seismic velocity. The low velocity layer was removed using a time shift calculated
from the velocity model that was obtained from the first break picks.
The ormsby filter corner frequencies were adjusted for the higher frequency reflections. Adjusting the
frequency ranges in the ormsby filter to accommodate high frequency reflections did not make any
improvements to the stack. The final stack’s bandpass frequency was 5.0/10.0 – 90.0/120.0 Hz.
The seismic source energy will dissipate as the energy moves out from the source in the radial direction.
The decay can be modeled exponentially. A mean scaling function was applied to compensate for the
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energy decay. The scaling calculates the average absolute amplitude and applies a scaling function to
the trace.
The stacking velocity analysis was done on the dataset after the operations above have been performed.
The dataset was sorted into common mid-point (CMP) groups for the velocity analysis. The CMP groups
where the reflections line up the best were picked and a velocity function was developed as seen in
Figure 8. Semblance was used for the velocity analysis. Semblance values reflect how well the moveout
path of the trial normal moveout (NMO) velocity fits the moveout of signal in the data (Liu et al., 2015).
The normal moveout function was applied to the dataset using the stacking velocity function to shift the
reflections to zero offset time. Then an additional bottom mute was added to remove surface wave
energy that was not removed by the first mute. The data was put in CMP order and a stacked section
was created. Residual static corrections were then calculated using stack power optimization. The
process works by computing surface consistent statics using a stack power optimization function. The
final stack was created after the residual static corrections were made. The final stack was depth
migrated using a velocity model to convert time to depth.
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Figure 8. The stacking velocity model of the subsurface along the seismic survey shown in CMP space.
Results
The final stack is shown in Figure 9. Some near surface reflections are now coherent. Three basins are
evident around CMPs 2600, 1300 and 300 (Figure 10). The basins could be paleochannels or sediment
filled basins of varying size.
The velocity of the near surface reflections was around 3000 m/s with a peak frequency of about 35 Hz.
The resulting vertical resolution was calculated to be 21 m using the Rayleigh resolution criteria.
The thrust fault resulted in Proterozoic carbonates juxtaposing Paleozoic carbonates as seen in the
geological map (Figure 4). The reflections on the shot gathers in the vicinity of the thrust fault were less
coherent than the rest of the survey possibly due to breccia caused by the thrust fault. The Georgetown
Thrust Fault was not discernable directly by reflective events in the survey.
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Rather than place the thrust fault at CMP 640 that the thrust fault was projected to on Figures 2 and 4. I
placed the thrust fault at CMP 800 (Figure 11). The new location is 160 m to the west of where the
thrust fault crossed the seismic line in Figure 4. I placed the thrust fault at CMP 800 because of the
appearance of a vertical discontinuity visible by a variation in reflective energy. Proposed locations of
the Georgetown Thrust Fault are shown in Figure 11. The main factor in the thrust fault’s interpretation
was the relative variation in reflectivity on either side of the proposed thrust fault.

Figure 9. The final unmigrated stack depicts discernable reflections with some characteristics of basins.
Each CMP is 1 m.

Figure 10. Evidence of basins outlined in orange on the final unmigrated stack. Each CMP is 1 m.
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Figure 11. I placed the thrust fault at the orange line marked A. The location of the thrust fault as seen
on Figure 2 is the orange line marked B. My interpretation of the thrust fault placed the thrust fault
about 160 m to the west shown on the final unmigrated stack.

A velocity model was developed from the first break picks by using diving wave tomography (Figure 12).
The model reflects the subsurface sediment filled basins and possibly the Georgetown Thrust Fault. The
geologic section is shown with the seismic stack overlaid in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Refraction velocity model overlaying the seismic section shown on the depth migrated stack.
The proposed thrust fault is shown in orange.
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Figure 13. Depth migrated stack overlaying the geologic map.

Discussion
The dataset was different than the typical datasets for oil exploration due to the reflections being near
to the surface. Signal to noise ratio is a major issue for near surface datasets because the reflections are
weak and easily overpowered by the direct waves, refractions, and surface waves. A high signal to noise
ratio is desirable when locating a near surface fault characterized by weak reflectors.
The thrust fault is not believed to be active anymore but due to the possible effect on groundwater flow
the thrust fault’s location is important geologic information. Locating a near surface fault requires
meticulous processing and subtle interpretation. Ideally a fault can be located by identifying
discontinuities on a 2-D survey (Liang, 2010). The resulting survey depicted coherent reflections in the
near surface that indicate shallow channels but little in the way of reflection beneath these features. A
reflective layer with discontinuities on either side of a proposed thrust fault was not observed.
When looking for the location of the thrust fault the main evidence as to where the thrust fault would
be located was a near surface reflection signature change suggesting a shift in subsurface lithology. Both
the Proterozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary rocks on either side of the thrust fault contain high amounts
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of carbonates (Lonn et al., 2004). Unfortunately, these are massive carbonates with little internal
reflectivity and with little acoustic impedance contrast between them.
Characterization of the subsurface through the use of seismic energy relies on identifying reflective
surfaces. The disturbed zone of the thrust fault could contain breccia and may be directly visible in a
seismic survey by the appearance of reflections at the edge of the brecciated zone. However, the
Georgetown Thrust Fault was once a low angle thrust fault that has subsequently been folded to be
steeply dipping (Figure 4) making it difficult to image with surface seismic methods.
Faults are expected to cause breaks in continuity of seismic horizons and occurrences of diffractions
(Brown, 2001). Diffraction energy is characteristic around the fault especially if vertical displacements in
the layers exist due to the fault. I did not observe any diffraction energy on the final stack. This is not a
surprise given that the fault is bedding parallel and I did not expect breaks in reflective horizons to be
present.
The thrust fault could have been located slightly farther east of the survey. The evidence for this
possibility is the basin on the east side of the survey maybe located on the western edge of the thrust
fault. The basin on the east side of the survey could represent a normal reactivation of the Georgetown
Thrust Fault leading to sediment caused reflections that dip to the east.
Summary
The survey’s objective was to characterize the subsurface below the lake and specifically locate the
Georgetown Thrust Fault. After processing was completed an interpretation of the Georgetown Thrust
Fault was developed (Figure 11). Three paleochannels or basins are identified by reflections resembling
basins and low velocity zones (Figure 10). The channels may be ancient streambeds covered by sediment
or low lying areas filled in when the road was built.
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I moved the Georgetown Thrust Fault 160 m to the west of the point where the thrust fault was
projected to cross the East Fork Road according to a previous interpretation. Other interpretations
showing the thrust fault located more to the east are reasonable and not disqualified by the survey. An
explanation for the thrust fault being located further to the west are weak reflections in the vicinity of
the thrust fault adjacent to more coherent reflections.
For a future seismic reflection survey I would use a larger seismic source with more spacing between the
source and first geophone so that reflections could be observed at longer offsets. Increasing the spacing
between the geophone line and the source will help to minimize the noise associated with the source. In
order to increase the fold of the dataset, source shots could be taken every 2 m or at each station.
Taking steps to minimize coherent noise and increasing the signal to noise ratio would allow for a more
coherent stack to be produced.
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